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DP-Internal Operators and their Scopal Interaction with Operators of the Verb
In Hungarian generative literature, serious attention is paid to information structure
(consisting of different sorts of topics, quantifiers and foci), but the seminal works (e.g. Brody
 6]DEROFVL  e .LVV  .LHIHU  e .LVV  6XUiQ\L   only focus on the
operator zone belonging to the verb. The present paper concentrates on operators that belong
to nominal heads and it discusses their scopal interaction with the verb¶s operators.
The first question that arises is which nominal heads can take arguments at all. Typically,
three types of nominal heads qualify as argument-taking ones (Broekhuis & Keizer 2012,
Chapter 2): deverbal nominals, which inherit the arguments of the input verbs (1);
story/picture nouns, which are claimed to take an Agent and a Theme as their arguments in
addition to a frequently occurring adjunct, the owner (2); and relational nouns (3). Based upon
the scrutiny of scope relations, we designed a test in order to decide whether the "dependents"
of nominal heads behave as verbal arguments, or as adjuncts, or as PHPEHUVRIDµFRQFHSWXDO
IUDPH¶ ± a structure named and defined by /DF]Ny  ±, which can be seen as an
intermediary status between argumenthood and adjuncthood.
(1) a. Elleneztem [DP PLQGNHWWĘW|NPHJKtYiViW@
disagreed-1Sg both-Poss2Pl invitation-Poss3Sg-Acc
1. 'In the case of the both of you, I was against the idea of invitation.' /
2. 'I was against the idea of inviting you two together.'
9
9
MEANING1: disagree > both > invite;
MEANING2: both > disagree > invite
b. 0LQGNHWWĘW|NQHNQuant/CTopic elleneztem [DP DPHJKtYiViW@
both-Poss2Pl-Dat
disagreed-1Sg the invitation-Poss3Sg-Acc
VersionQuant: *MEANING1 / 9MEANING2; VersionCTopic: 9MEANING1 / *MEANING2
(2) a. Elfogadtam [DP PLQGNHWWĘW|NFLNNpW].
accepted-1Sg both-Poss2Pl paper-Poss3Sg-Acc
1. 'In the case of the both of you, I accepted your paper.' /
2. intended meaning: 'I accepted the paper that the two of you had written together.'
9
*MEANING1: accept > both > paper;
MEANING2: both > accept > paper
b. 0LQGNHWWĘW|NQHNQuant/CTopic elfogadtam [DP DFLNNpW@
both-Poss2Pl-Dat
accepted-1Sg the paper-Poss3Sg-Acc
VersionQuant: *MEANING1 / 9MEANING2; VersionCTopic: *MEANING1 / *MEANING2
(3) a. ,PiGRP>DP PLQGNHWWĘW|NQDJ\V]OHLW@
admire-1Sg both-Poss2Pl grandparents-Poss3Sg-Acc
1. 'In the case of the both of you, I admire your grandparents.' /
2. intended meaning: 'I admire the persons who are the mutual grandparents of you two.'
*MEANING1: admire > both > grandparents; 9MEANING2: both > admire > grandparents
b. 0LQGNHWWĘW|NQHNQuant/CTopic LPiGRP>DP DQDJ\V]OHLW@
both-Poss2Pl-Dat
admire-1Sg the grandparents-Poss3Sg-Acc
VersionQuant: *MEANING1 / 9MEANING2; VersionCTopic: *MEANING1 / *MEANING2
What the pairings of meanings with the sentences that illustrate WKHSRVVHVVRU¶V'3-internal /
DP-external position ((a)-examples / (b)-examples) show first and foremost is a bidirectional
VFRSDO LQWHUDFWLRQ EHWZHHQ WKH '3¶V DQd WKH YHUE¶V V\QWDFWLF GRPDLQ 2n the one hand, the
DP-internal possessor as a quantifier can take scope over the matrix verb (see the (a)examples). On the other hand, the DP-external possessor, in spite of its syntactic position
above the matrix verb, will take the narrowest sentence scope if it is given a special rising
intonation contour typical of contrastive topic (1b). As could be seen, however, this latter
possibility is only available in the case
of deverbal nominals (see also (2&3b)). This
TM
observation then leads to the following conclusions. A deverbal nominal has (that is, inherits)
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a "real" argument structure which is capable of perfect scopal interaction with the verb¶s
argument structure, whilst a non-deverbal nominal has no argument structure. The verb,
however, in its own scopal hierarchy, readily ensures a high position to the possessor that
belongs to the nominal head, independent of its DP-internal/external syntactic standing (2-3).
,Q FRQWUDVW WR %URHNKXLV  .HL]HU¶V   VWDQGSRLQWWerminology and in harmony
ZLWK /DF]Ny¶V   DSSURDFK ZH argue that verbs and nouns are alike furnished with
syntactic domains to be called their complements, and that these domains accommodate an
argument structure (in the case of verbs and deverbal nouns) or a conceptual frame (in the
case of non-deverbal nominals).
The distribution of the possible readings in the following example suggests that in the case
of a deverbal noun, both the verbal and the nominal character can appear: the patient behaves
as a verbal argument (in a "complex event" as LQWKHVHQVHXVHGE\/DF]Ny :298-303)),
whilst the agent proves to behave as a "conceptual argument".
(4) a. (OXWDVtWRP>DP PLQGNHWWĘW|NPatient/Agent NH]HOpVpW@
refuse-1Sg
both-Poss2Pl
treatment-Poss3Sg-Acc
1. 'In the case of the both of you, I refuse to [treat] / [be treated by] you.' /
2. 'I refuse to [treat] / [be treated by] the both of you at the same time.'
VersionPatient: 9MEANING1: refuse > both > treat; 9MEANING2: both > refuse > treat
VersionAgent: *MEANING1: refuse > both > treat; 9MEANING2: both > refuse > treat
b. MLQGNHWWĘW|NQHNPat/AgQuant/CTopic HOXWDVtWRP>DP DNH]HOpVpW@
both-Poss2Pl-Dat
refuse-1Sg the treatment-Poss3Sg-Acc
VersionPatientQuant: *MEANING1/ 9MEANING2; VersionPatientCTopic: 9MEANING1/*MEANING2
VersionAgentQuant: *MEANING1/ 9MEANING2; VersionAgentCTopic: *MEANING1 /*MEANING2
The second part of the paper provides a systematic overview of which DP-internal and DPexternal positions accommodate which of the inherent operators belonging to the nominal
head (to which extent of grammaticality) ± based on the table below. Also will be discussed
the problem of scopal interaction among two arguments that belong to one nominal head ± as
concerns their interaction between each other and with the arguments that belong to the verb.
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